
ROSE Project Information for family carers.

 

Sexual exploitation is when someone uses a vulnerable person for sex.
It is in return for something – money, drugs and drink, somewhere to stay for the night or AFFECTION – we
hear from most people with learning disabilities that they want to be in a relationship.

Having few friends from same age group
Low self-confidence, low self esteem
Experienced abuse
Loneliness
Easily believing someone who is grooming them

We talk about what makes a good relationship – such as respect, care, support, fun, being allowed to be
yourself, honesty. Understanding elements of positive partner relationships helps people to recognize a bad
relationship.

Research shows these are the main reasons a person might be at risk of sexual exploitation. Can you see which
of these events are more likely to happen in the life of a person with learning disability?

You can see that many of these apply to people with learning disabilities. Also, ‘poor family support’ can
include being overprotective and not allowing a family member to know about sex or have relationships –
without this knowledge how could someone know if something inappropriate was happening to them?

Living in residential care
Friends who are sexually exploited
Poor family support
Feeling valued by possible abuser.

 xploitation – when somebody uses somebody else badly to get what they want
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ROSE Stands for…..

top – we want to stop bad things happening

 ut – we are taking a message out to people

 each – Reach supports everyone working on the project



www.youtube.com/watch?v=HExRXHaPwrs

Make sure your family member has a person they trust who will listen to them and act if they need help
Remember, sexuality and relationships aren’t all about the act of sex, it is about the variety of
relationships a person will hold over their lifetime. Don’t assume that something doesn’t apply to the
child or young person you are talking to because you think their capacity will limit their experiences.
(Mencap 2019)
Talk or communicate with your family member about positive relationships
Talk about staying safe without frightening them.

It is clear from our discussions with people using services, staff, providers and their representatives that the
first step to protecting and supporting people is having a culture of openness to talk about sexual safety and
sexuality (Care Quality Commission Report Feb 2020).

 
"Worrying about who might

approach my daughter when she
is out."

We asked:

 
"Of course, I worry about this

subject and her understanding of
appropriate relationships."

 
"Concern that after the sessions,

the topic is left - need an open door
to keep discussions going."

Young people with learning disabilities are particularly vulnerable to being encouraged to run away so they
can be sexually exploited
The majority of sexual exploitation is hidden from public view
Victims are encouraged to keep what is happening secret
Remember it may not be obvious it is happening.

We know that people with learning disabilities are at greater risk than others. A study by the NSPCC (2014)
found that young people with a disability are three times more likely to be abused than young people without
a disability.

To help you spot the signs that someone might be being groomed into an
inappropriate relationship, we think this video is helpful. Remember these
signs apply to vulnerable adults as well as children.

 
"Do you have any experience or concerns about your

family member and sexual exploitation?"

Replies included:

To prepare this training we sent out a survey 

Good ideas to help

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HExRXHaPwrs


Talk to the people who work with your family member so
everyone gives the same message
We use the NSPCC PANTS resources and we have made jigsaw
puzzles to talk about privacy
We use games and videos to get our message across.

nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/support-for-parents/pants-underwear-rule/

We use the Ring of Safety to help people stay safe. This was put together by Dave Hingsburger who
researched to discover what needed to be put in place to keep a person with learning disabilities safe from
sexual harm. If these things are in place round a person they should have protection.

Understanding what private means (so a person understands appropriate behaviours)
 Knowing your rights (so a person understands what they can and cannot do and how this protects)
Having a good sex education (so that a person understands what might be happening)
Having a good sex life (so a person can make good, safe choices)
Having a person to trust (so any worries can be shared and dealt with supportively)
 Having self confidence (so people do not settle for bad relationships because they are desperate)
 Ability to say ‘No’ (so people are not afraid to assert themselves).

The 7 actions are:

Online abuse is any type of abuse that is facilitated by the internet. It can
happen anywhere that allows online communication, including social
networks, text messages and messaging apps, email and private
messaging, online chats, comments on live streaming sites and voice or
video chat in games.

Abusers may also share abusive images, live streams and recordings with
others online - this can happen whether the original abuse occurred
online or offline (NSPCC 2020).

 

Online Safety

Ring of Safety

http://nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/support-for-parents/pants-underwear-rule/
http://nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/support-for-parents/pants-underwear-rule/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HExRXHaPwrs


www.reachuk.org/projects/rose

Most young people, even those with high support needs, were using apps.
Young men are particularly keen to show their knowledge of apps.
Of all the groups there were only 3 young people who were not accessing the internet in their own time.
Most of the young people, even the most disabled, used apps on their phones.
Most of the young people we met used YouTube – some had their own channel.
Most had used Instagram at some point.
Nearly all the boys were using games like PlayStation and Xbox and Minecraft. They did not always know
the people they were playing with but they saw them as their friends.
People with quite high support needs in school played these games alone at home.
Most of the staff supporting our sessions didn’t know as much as the young people.

If you are worried or unsure about internet use by a person you support, we suggest you talk to them and ask
them about their activities and apps. You can look together at the following link to see which apps are safe.

Don’t ban social media
Know what questions to ask
Excessive sharing could signal a cry for help
Don’t replace carer interaction with digital devices
Work together with your child to help them become

       more skilled and self-sufficient.

('Vulnerable Children in a Digital World’ - Internetmatters.org)

Links to helpful resources:

What we have found doing this work

www.internetmatters.org

www.internetmatters.org/connecting-safely-online     

www.choicesupport.org.uk/about-us/what-we-do/supported-loving/supported-loving-toolkit

www.nspcc.org.uk/what-is-child-abuse/types-of-abuse/grooming

www.paceuk.info/child-sexual-exploitation/the-grooming-process-in-the-spotlight

Helpful Advice
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